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Tutorial 11: Reducing Number of Categories in Nominal Variables
Description
This tutorial will create a new variable with a smaller number of categories based on an existing
nominal variable. In our dataset, we can create new categories based on demographic variables.
For example, we take the question where participants report their religious affiliation (religion)
and re-group participants on the basis of religion or no religion. We will also reduce the race
and ethnicity variable (ss_eth) to two categories, While and non-White.
Content
1. Find Descriptives
2. Create the New Variable based on existing Religion Variable
3. Create the New Variable based on existing ss_eth Variable

1. Find Descriptives
a. After opening the data set- go to the Analysis tab and you will see the ‘Explore’
option and place religion into the ‘Variables’ box. Keep in mind that it does not
make sense to report a mean for this variable- it is categorical. Therefore, you
want to look at the frequency data. So check off ‘frequency tables’.
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b. We can see that we have 91 people with a religious affiliation (Religion) and 89
without a religion (No Religion).
c. All religions have the values of 1-5 or 7
d. No Religion has the value of 6 in our spreadsheet.
2. Create the New Variable based on existing Religion Variable
a. Change the data type to ordinal before you proceed below.

b. We can use the Compute New Variable Option in the Data tab.
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c. Scroll to the end of the spreadsheet and highlight the column. The new variable
will appear in this highlighted column.

d. Write in a new variable name and provide a brief description of this variable
below the variable text box

e. In the Function box, scroll down to ‘Logical’ and you will see the IF statement.
Double click it. You are going to use the IF function.
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f.

Type in this code below that says: if religion equals 6, give it a 0; otherwise give it
a ‘1’

g. When we run the frequencies on this new variable, we get the same result
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4. Create the New Variable based on existing ss_eth Variable
a. By looking at the data variable, we can see that White is coded as 4 in our
dataset.

b. Using the explore option under the ‘Data’ tab, we see that 37 of our participants
reported being White. That means 143 of our participants are not White.
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c. Change the data type to ordinal. Do this before you proceed below.

d. Recategorizing new ethnicity into ‘White’ and ‘Not White’
i. Scroll to the end of the spreadsheet and double click on the new column.
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ii.

Re-name this new variable and provide a brief explanation.

iii.

In the function window, you will use the ‘IF’ function under Logical.

iv.

Type in this code below that says: if ss_eth equals 4, give it a 0; otherwise
give it a ‘1’.
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v.

When you run frequencies on this new variable- you can verify that you
did this correctly.
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------------------------------------------------END TUTORIAL-------------------------------------------------
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